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Abstract—We present a feasibility study for a high frame rate,
short baseline auroral tomographic imaging system useful for
estimating parametric variations in the precipitating electron
number flux spectrum of dynamic auroral events. Of partic-
ular interest are auroral substorms, characterized by spatial
variations of order 100 m and temporal variations of order
10 ms. These scales are thought to be produced by dispersive
Alfvén waves in the near-Earth magnetosphere. The auroral
tomography system characterized in this paper reconstructs the
auroral volume emission rate to estimate the characteristic energy
and location in the direction perpendicular to the geomagnetic
field of peak electron precipitation flux using a distributed
network of precisely synchronized ground-based cameras. As the
observing baseline decreases, the tomographic inverse problem
becomes highly ill-conditioned; as the sampling rate increases, the
signal-to-noise ratio degrades and synchronization requirements
become increasingly critical. Our approach to these challenges
uses a physics-based auroral model to regularize the poorly-
observed vertical dimension. Specifically, the vertical dimension
is expanded in a low-dimensional basis consisting of eigenprofiles
computed over the range of expected energies in the precipitating
electron flux, while the horizontal dimension retains a standard
orthogonal pixel basis. Simulation results show typical character-
istic energy estimation error less than 30% for a 3 km baseline
achievable within the confines of the Poker Flat Research Range,
using GPS-synchronized Electron Multiplying CCD cameras
with broad-band BG3 optical filters that pass prompt auroral
emissions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of the aurora using two or more cameras with
overlapping fields of view (FOV) have been carried out for
over a century [1], with more recent work focusing on the
formal application of tomographic techniques [2]–[5]. Auroral
tomography provides a means of accessing time-dependent in-
formation about remote auroral acceleration processes. In this
technique, common volume measurements of the aurora from
multiple ground-based imagers are used to reconstruct the
wavelength-dependent ionospheric volume emission rate. The
volume emission rate depends on the energy flux distribution
of the precipitating magnetospheric electrons that have under-
gone a particular acceleration process, gaining high enough
energy to penetrate deep into the ionosphere, giving rise to
the auroral emissions via collisional and kinetic interactions
with neutral species and ions. The volume emission rate recon-
struction can be used together with a physics-based model of
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precipitating magnetospheric electrons to estimate the spatial
distribution and characteristic energy of the primary electron
differential number flux. Estimation and measurements of the
precipitation characteristic energy have been used [6], [7] as a
conduit to understand mechanisms driving auroral morphology
at the finest spatio-temporal scales.
The reconstruction problem is challenging owing to uncer-
tainties in model assumptions and the solution non-uniqueness
that arises from the constrained viewing geometry. The use
of a first-principles based physics model was motivated in
part by the limited observation in the direction along the
geomagnetic field B‖. The short distance between cameras was
motivated by the desire to get the highest feasible resolution in
the direction perpendicular to the geomagnetic field B⊥ [8].
These data inversion techniques provide the first realizable
method of obtaining a persistent two-dimensional (energy, B⊥)
high resolution morphology estimate of the rapidly evolving
electron precipitation above the ionosphere at the smallest
ground-observable scales.
Auroral morphologies can be described in a Cartesian
coordinate system, with axis B‖ oriented along the Earth’s
local magnetic field B. Near Poker Flat Research Range, the
inclination of the magnetic field is 77.5◦, so the B‖ axis is
tipped 12.5◦ from the local geographic vertical axis toward
magnetic south. The B⊥ axis is defined to be orthogonal to
B‖ and coplanar with the cameras in this study. In auroral
literature the “width” of auroral features refers to extent in
the B⊥ direction, and we follow this convention.
Prior work in auroral tomography [5], [9], [10] has fo-
cused almost exclusively on mesoscale features of 104 m
width recorded with typical sampling periods of order 1-
30 seconds, with sensor baselines of 50-150 km. The peak
auroral emission intensity typically lies in the altitude range
of approximately 100-300 km. The B‖ profile of the arc
is dependent on the electron beam differential number flux
and the characteristics of the neutrals and ions with which
the precipitating particles interact. An active auroral display
embodies a vast hierarchy of spatial scales. The global auroral
oval is of order 105 m width as measured along magnetic
latitude from the poleward to equatorward edges. Dynamic
fine-scale features embedded in an auroral breakup of 102 m
width are typically observed during the substorm expansion
phase [11]. Anthropogenic aurora of 102 m width has been
observed from HAARP stimulus [12], [13]. A complete theory
of the aurora must account for variations at all scales inherent
in the phenomena. Although our theoretical understanding of
global and mesoscale variability, and its drivers in the solar
wind and magnetosphere, is well developed [14], the physics
underlying decameter-scale structure embedded within active
auroral displays remains incomplete.
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Fig. 1. Radical change in perspective for 100 m structure in 1.5 seconds due to apparent B⊥ transverse motion [8], [11]. Contours are centered on local
magnetic zenith.
Fig. 2. Flaming aurora evolution over 600 ms [18]. Contours are centered on local magnetic zenith.
Auroral structures of sub-100 m width have been known to
exist for decades [15], [16], and are seen regularly in long-
term observations with modern cameras. An example of a thin
100 m wide auroral structure exhibiting rapid lateral motion
is shown in the image sequence of Fig. 1. Note the substantial
change in appearance of the arc in 1.5 seconds, corresponding
to a 5◦ change in observer perspective, or about 10 km in
the B⊥ dimension assuming 120 km apparent auroral feature
altitude. An example of flaming aurora [17], [18] evolving
over 600 ms is shown in Fig. 2.
The tomographic techniques applied in this paper will
contribute to our understanding of how such ephemeral fine-
scale structure emerges in the incoming particle flux. The
observational requirements for a tomographic imaging system
capable of resolving these scales are extreme, and the resulting
inverse problem is highly ill-conditioned. This paper presents
a feasibility study for a high frame-rate, short baseline, auroral
tomography system we refer to as the High Speed Tomography
system, or HiST [19]. Through simulation and modeling, we
demonstrate that Electron Multiplying CCD (EMCCD) cam-
era technology coupled with a physics-based regularization
scheme is capable of resolving electron differential number
flux dynamics of order 100 m and 10 ms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II describes the geometry leading to observations with
a modeled camera setup fitting within the confines of the
Poker Flat Research Range. Section III describes the forward
model employed in the design of the camera system and
analysis of the system data. Section IV describes the data
inversion process, with a summary of the methods used.
Section V presents estimates of the differential number flux
obtained via inversion of forward model observations, along
with the volume emission rate and camera pixel intensities
that would result from the estimated differential number flux.
Section V-A gives forward and inverse simulated results for
aurora with an apparent translation along B⊥. Section V-B
gives forward and inverse simulated results for a flaming
aurora scenario. Section VI gives the conclusions drawn from
the simulations carried out with the model and data inversion
process described herein.
II. OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
A key observational goal of the HiST system is to in-
crease resolution in the horizontal (B⊥) dimension to the
finest physical scale that is tractable given imaging geometry
and inversion technique limitations. We wish to perform a
tomographic analysis of features that are 100 m wide in the
altitude range of 100-300 km and with temporal variation of
order 10 ms. The requisite tomographic imaging system must
have camera baselines of order 1-10 km [8], high sample rates
of 50-100 frames/s, precise ( 1 ms) time synchronization and
image angular registration.
Even if the observational requirements are met, a fur-
ther challenge lies in the extreme ill-conditioning of the
resulting inverse problem. A key ingredient in this study
is a regularization scheme to handle the poorly observed
vertical (B‖) dimension. Fairly complete models exist for
predicting the distribution of optical emissions along a
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magnetic field line given an incident energetic electron
spectrum. This work leverages the TRANSCAR (from the
French acronym for “transport squared” [20]) particle pene-
tration model [21]. Other candidate models available include
GLOW [22], Rees/Sergienko/Ivanov [23] as well as earlier
models [24]. We chose TRANSCAR because of the simulation
outputs immediately applicable to incorporating incoherent
scatter radar and optical observations, as well as a first-
principles 1-D time-dependent modeling scheme incorporating
a fluid model with kinetic update step [25]. Using the TRANS-
CAR computed excitation rates to produce eigenprofiles for
precipitating electron beams with energies in the 58 eV to
17.7 keV range [18], we develop and test an algorithm
to estimate the differential number flux responsible for the
ground-observed auroral intensity vs. angle.
Fig. 3 depicts a representative two-camera viewing geom-
etry with a 3 km baseline in the Poker Flat Research Range.
This geometry is chosen to be coplanar with each camera and a
line extending toward the local magnetic zenith. The relatively
narrow 9◦ field of view (FOV) and boresight angles depicted
in Fig. 3 leads to a overlapping B⊥ observable range on the
order of 10 km. Choosing a wider FOV inherently leads to
more viewing angles far from magnetic zenith, where the fine
horizontal detail will be washed out [8]. The black grid of
Fig. 3 represents the model (B⊥,B‖) coordinate space.
This feasibility study evaluates whether a reliable param-
eterization of the differential number flux spectrum may be
extracted from such a two-camera configuration. The first
phase of HiST consists of a pair of sensitive EMCCD cameras
synchronized using an ASIC (application-specific integrated
circuit) with a GPS disciplined oscillator timebase, such that
timing jitter intrinsic to internal camera electronics is the
dominant source of timing error. The final system image
timing error is much less than 1 ms as measured with a
custom FPGA LED test device designed as part of this
effort [19]. Geographic azimuth between sites is 286.4◦,
and the magnetic azimuth angle is 306.3◦ according to the
IGRF 11 [26] model for April 2013. The HiST phase I two-site
field deployment with a 3 km camera baseline as depicted [27]
in Fig. 4 is at WGS84 coordinates (65.119,−147.432) and
(65.127,−147.497), corresponding to the viewing geometry
of Fig. 3. Each phase I HiST site consists of an Andor iXon
EMCCD camera with 512 x 512 pixel image sensor and a
lens providing a 9◦ FOV. The Schott BG3 filter suppresses
non-prompt emissions with lifetimes covering many tens of
frames. Each camera is pointed at local magnetic zenith, with
star calibration and localized plate scaling accomplished via
the Astrometry.net program [28]. A successful realization of
the system modeled in this feasibility study will estimate
the time-dependent differential electron number flux Φ(z,µ,E)
[cm-2 s-1 eV-1 ster-1] at the top of the ionosphere, designated
Φtop(E), where z is the altitude along the B‖ dimension, µ is
the pitch angle and E is the differential energy bin, assuming
a fixed pitch angle distribution encapsulated in µ. Since we
are interested in Alfvénic aurora, we assume a field-aligned
pitch angle distribution [8]
Φtop(E) =Φ(z = 1000 km,µ = 0,E) (1)
Fig. 3. Viewing geometry for the two-camera system at the Poker Flat Re-
search Range, showing selected lines of sight over a decimated reconstruction
grid.
Fig. 4. Poker Flat Research Range, Alaska: HiST Phase I camera locations
In the remainder of this paper we take Φtop , Φtop(B⊥,E)
implicitly as a function of energy and space in the B⊥
direction.
III. FORWARD MODEL
For the extremely ill-conditioned problem produced by cam-
eras with 3 km spacing over 100 km from the target of interest,
regularization of the poorly observed vertical dimension is
a necessary step to get a tractable inversion in terms of
computational effort and error bounds. We fashion a set of
eigenprofiles from a problem comprised of linear differential
equations by first making the assumption that production pi j
and loss li j for prompt emissions at steady state are related by
pi j− li j = 0 (2)
for the jth excitation process of the ith species. The eigenpro-
files are used as basis functions [18] in a linear system tying
together ground-observed auroral intensity to auroral volume
emission rate via a known viewing geometry. We can solve for
the coefficients that correspond to the differential number flux
for each log-spaced energy bin, yielding estimated differential
number flux Φˆtop(B⊥,E) for each new set of camera images.
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To model the excitation rates due to primary electron
precipitation, we use the 1-D TRANSCAR model [18], [25],
[29]–[31]. Primary considerations for use of TRANSCAR
include that 192 spectra are derived [20] from the excitation
rates modeled by TRANSCAR. The TRANSCAR hybrid
kinetic/fluid time-dependent ionosphere model becomes more
relevant in future studies incorporating joint observations with
instruments such as incoherent scatter radar. The use of a large
number of spectra is important to maximizing the information
available from a broadband optical filter such as the BG3
that passes numerous prompt line emissions. Because a key
requirement of the system is capturing order 10 ms auroral
dynamics, it was desirable to capture and incorporate the
largest number of spectra possible to increase SNR at high
frame rates. TRANSCAR is a physics-based model of six
positive ion species and their neutral parents: O+, H+, N+, N+2 ,
NO+, O+2 along with electrons e
− using the charge neutrality
[21], [29], [30] of plasma ne =∑S ns. An 8-moment model [21]
encompasses thermal diffusion effects so that important heat
flows are captured [30]. The TRANSCAR excitation rates and
eigenprofiles used in this feasibility study are computed once
for a particular set of geophysical parameters in an offline
manner, which takes about 30 minutes using the idle CPU
cycles of office PCs arranged in a compute cluster via GNU
Parallel [32]. The rest of the forward model is implemented
in about 2 seconds. The data inversion that must be executed
for each observation time step must be done on-line for each
new observation and takes about one minute on a desktop PC,
depending on the number of cells in the projection matrix L.
The close-spaced optical instruments used in this study yield
persistent observations of precipitation process outcomes [33],
[34] complementing on-orbit and rocket-borne in situ mea-
surements with a broader spatiotemporal context, along with
improved B⊥ resolution over widely spaced ground-based im-
agers. Observation of a typical rapidly moving (several km/s)
auroral feature implicitly requires a frame rate on the order
of 100 Hz for a narrow 9◦ FOV and megapixel-class imager.
Cameras comprising a multi-camera tomography system must
have their frame start/end exposure times known to better than
1/10th of a single frame, or a data inversion will have limited
scientific utility since the emissions observed at time t0 at
HiST0 will be smeared together with the results at time t0+ε
at HiST1 due to timing error ε. The camera site spacing is
chosen based on the forward model described in this section
along with practical facility availability.
The auroral target of interest is taken to operate within the
following first-order constraints:
1) Auroral behavior in the B‖ dimension is strongly in-
fluenced by time-dynamic electron particle penetra-
tion [29], as modeled by TRANSCAR. Time of flight
difference between high energy and low energy particles
in the lower magnetosphere at time scales less than order
10 ms have been observed [35]. The tomographic pro-
cess gives information on vertical structure not available
in zenith-oriented line integrations alone as in [35], so
our technique will capture dynamics with frame rates to
at least 100 Hz.
2) Precipitating e− acceleration has taken place above the
e- Precipitation Φtop
Excitation ⇒
Prompt Emissions
pλ(z) ∝ pi j(z)
Image Intensity
B(θ) =
∫ ∞
0
∫
λ
p(λ, `)M(λ)dλd`
Eigenprofiles
T(E,z)
Volume Emissions P = TΦ
Projection Matrix L
Estimate
Φˆtop = argmin
Φ
||B−LTΦˆtop||2
Eˆ0 = argmax
E
Φˆtop
Bˆ⊥,0 = argmax
B⊥
Φˆtop
Fig. 5. Block diagram of HiST auroral tomography forward model and data
inversion.
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uppermost altitude cell of the 1-D model, implying that
thermospheric and mirroring forces are neglected [29],
[36]
3) Auroral behavior in the B⊥ dimension is dominated by
collisionless processes above the “top” of the ionosphere
(altitude > 1000 km) [37], [38]
With these constraints in mind, we continue with a discussion
of the quantitative particulars of the models and algorithms
used in this feasibility study.
Referring to the left column of Fig. 5, the forward model
input Φtop is generated using a parameterization [39] with
representative values shown in Fig. 6, where the location in
energy of peak differential number flux is known as the char-
acteristic energy E0. The physical process generating pλ(z) in
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Fig. 7. Auroral Spectrum integrated along flux tube for E0 = 1.6 keV, with
and without BG3 filter.
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Fig. 8. Optical system transmission, including BG3 filter, EMCCD window
and LOWTRAN modeled atmospheric absorption.
the second block of the left column of Fig. 5 is modeled in
TRANSCAR [21], [29], [30] and represented by the eigenpro-
files T in the upper right block of Fig. 5, with line-integrated
modeled spectra for each beam energy shown with and without
BG3 filtering in Fig. 7. Some of the brightest features in the
aurora are produced by metastable transitions with radiative
lifetimes of order 1-10 s [40]. In Alfvénic aurora, the electron
flux rapidly changes (< 10 ms scales) in B⊥ and E0, and
the intense metastable emissions glow like an high-persistence
oscilloscope phosphor, which in a white light sensor can cover
up the much fainter prompt emissions that have several orders
of magnitude shorter lifetimes. Each camera was equipped
with a BG3 optical filter with the transmission characteristics
of Fig. 8 to greatly attenuate these long lifetime features. In
particular, the deep notch in transmission for the long lifetime
metastable emissions lines includes 557.7 nm and 630 nm. The
volume production rate of process pi j integrated over fixed
pitch angle µ resulting from the TRANSCAR model is [8],
pi j(z) = ni(z)
∫
σi j(E)Φ(z,E)dE (3)
where ni is the MSIS90-initialized density of the ith ground-
state neutral species (e.g. N2, O2, O). σi j is the electron impact
cross section of the jth excitation process for the ith species.
Φ(z,E) is the pitch angle integrated flux obtained from the 1-
D model TRANSCAR [21] for 33 log-spaced energy bins E
ranging from 58 eV to 17.7 keV [18]. For prompt emissions,
we connect excitation rates to optical volume emission rates
using (2) with [20], [40] the Einstein coefficients and Franck-
Condon factors,
pλ(z) ∝ pi j(z) (4)
For the lower left block of Fig. 5, the photon flux at the kth
camera pixel is described by a line integral mapped via the
lens to angle θk, treating the auroral region as optically thin
at the wavelengths observable through the optical filtering and
LOWTRAN [41] modeled atmospheric absorption of Fig. 8.
Considering (4) and total transmission M(λ) shown in Fig. 8,
the camera photon flux B(θ) is
B(θ) =
∫ ∞
0
∫
λ
p(λ, `)M(λ)dλd` (5)
The camera exposure time τ, amplifier gain g and pixel area
a are modeled with the output in data numbers D as:
D = τagB (6)
where typical values include a=(16 µ m)2,τ= 2×10−2 s,g=
1 D/e−.
Referring to the right column of Fig. 5 we assemble pro-
jection matrix L by mapping viewing angle θ to our discrete
EMCCD imaging arrays, and compute the intersection length
of each ray [42] with the relevant cell of L using the Cohen-
Sutherland line clipping algorithm [43]. The dimensions of L
are NcamNcut×NB⊥NB‖ , where Ncam is the number of cameras
in the system, Ncut is the number of 1-D pixels used from
each camera and NB⊥ ,NB‖ are the number of B⊥,B‖ pixels in
the grid for the volume emission rate matrix P . The IGRF
11 model is incorporated into L for the Poker Flat Research
Range, where the inclination 77.5◦ and declination 19.9◦ of
the local geomagnetic field determine the angular coordinates
of magnetic zenith.
The grid of Fig. 3 extends from approximately 90-1000 km
altitude, showing the locations used in estimating volume
emission rate P due to the incident differential number flux
Φtop. Overlaid on this grid are the decimated 1-D rays
corresponding to intensity vector B(θ). For Fig. 3 and the
analysis of Section V-A and V-B, Ncam = 2,Ncut = 512,NB⊥ =
219,NB‖ = 123. This forward model yields ground-observed
optical intensity vs. angle due to electron differential number
flux Φtop(B⊥,E). The analysis in Section IV uses observations
from ground-based cameras to estimate the unobservable dif-
ferential number flux Φˆtop via a minimization algorithm.
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IV. DATA INVERSION
To estimate the characteristics of the time-dependent differ-
ential electron number flux Φtop high in the ionosphere where
collisionless processes dominate we employ a physics-based
regularization scheme. The poorly observed B‖ dimension is
regularized with a linear basis expansion of volume emission
rate eigenprofiles calculated by the TRANSCAR model. The
33 log-spaced energy bins from 58 eV to 17.7 keV each have
a coefficient estimated by our inversion algorithm for each
B⊥ location, comprising Φˆtop(B⊥,E). For the simulations of
Sec. V, Φˆtop has dimensions (219,33). Regularization along
B‖ is key to finding a physically plausible solution from the
infinitely many possible solutions due to the large null space
of the inverse problem. The data inversion process is outlined
in the right column of Fig. 5. As observed in the middle row
of Fig. 11, the volume emission rate is a smooth function of
differential number flux and altitude. The smoothness justifies
describing the relationship between the unobservable in situ
physics and the observable auroral intensity by the Fredholm
Integral of the First Kind,
g(s) =
∫ b
a
K(s, t) f (t)dt (7)
where f (t) is the unknown quantity, g(s) is the observed
quantity, and K(s, t) is the kernel through which g(s) is ob-
served, encompassing optical filters, line integration of volume
emission rate, and noise. For the present auroral tomography
problem, we incorporate TRANSCAR eigenprofiles
T (E,z) =
∫
λ
pλ(E,z)M(λ)dλ (8)
in a representation of total auroral volume emission rate as
P(z) =
∫ ∞
0
T (E,z)Φtop(E)dE (9)
which has the same form as (7) and may be discretized in
matrix form,
P = TΦtop (10)
The discretized forms are convenient for computer implemen-
tation since the continuous integration (9) is represented by
matrix multiplication (10). The BG3 filtered and atmosphere
attenuated continuum of wavelengths is observed at the camera
as grayscale intensity
LTΦtop = B (11)
resulting in the data numbers D of (6).
In general L and T are not square, so the inverse L−1 and
T−1 are not defined in this underdetermined system. The ill-
conditioned and Hadamard ill-posed nature of the problem
arises both from the extreme problem geometry and that
there is not a unique tomographic solution for the incident
number flux causing an auroral display. A method for solving
such problems via brute force is the use of minimization
algorithms [44]. The algorithm selected for this effort is
the Limited Memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algo-
rithm [45]–[47], known as L-BFGS-B [48]. This algorithm was
selected based on fast convergence for the very large number
(> 7000) of Φˆtop(B⊥,E) parameters to minimize based on an
empirical comparison with other contemporary minimization
techniques.
For a particular realization of geophysical conditions and
choice of differential number flux energy bins T is obtained
from an off-line computation. As implicit in (7), T is identical
in the forward model and data inversion. The 1-D slices of
the synchronized images from each camera are stacked in
column-major vector B. The 2-D array Φˆtop(B⊥,E) has rows
arranged by precipitation energy in eV and columns arranged
by B⊥ location in kilometers. We use L-BFGS-B minimization
function
Φˆtop(B⊥,E) = argmin
Φ
||B−LTΦˆtop||2 = argmin
Φ
||B− Bˆ||2
(12)
with the bounds Φ ∈ [0,∞) is given an initial guess
Φtop(B⊥,E) ≡ 0, and is allowed to run for 10–20 cycles.
Automated measurements of E0 and B⊥,0 are accomplished
via a 2-D Gaussian fitter algorithm originally based on MIN-
PACK [49]. The region of the maximum differential number
flux is fitted with a 2-D Gaussian using a Levenberg-Marquardt
least squares algorithm to find the parameters best fitting the
peak vicinity of Φˆtop. In general, the forward model will have
limitations in absolute accuracy with regard to the physical
world due to the model assumptions and simplifications nec-
essary to get a tractable computation within time and memory
constraints. We now examine simulations of two types of
highly dynamic auroral events to show the feasibility of the
HiST system for estimating E0 and B⊥,0.
V. SIMULATIONS
This feasibility study includes two types of auroral morphol-
ogy simulations: horizontally translating aurora and flaming
aurora. Horizontally translating aurora may have up to several
km/s B⊥ motion during substorms. Flaming aurora [17] mor-
phology is categorized as an apparent rapid increase in altitude
of the auroral peak emission–within less than a second [18].
In both simulations, we use the BG3 filter transmission of
Fig. 8. The arcs have been modulated with a Gaussian shape
yielding a B⊥ width of about 100 m. We have added Poisson
distributed noise ε to the observed optical intensity vector B.
Throughout this analysis B≡ B+ ε where
ε(k;λp) =
λkp exp(−λ)
k!
(13)
for each forward modeled intensity vector to simulate the noise
inherent in realizable systems. The simulation time step runs
typically 10 times faster than the simulated exposure. For the
simulations presented the simulation time step was 2 ms while
the simulated camera exposure was 20 ms. As in the real world
system, the rapid motion of the simulated aurora spatially
smears the observed intensity since the exposure time of 20 ms
is long compared to the auroral temporal dynamics.
Savitzky-Golay filtering [50] of order 2 and support width
15 is used for both simulations to reduce the impact of the
observation noise, as would be apparent with real camera data.
We use two cameras with locations B⊥ ∈ {0,3} km taken as
representative of the camera spacing achievable within the
confines of the Poker Flat Research Range. This simulation
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covers 10.9 km along B⊥ (horizontal), with the B⊥ cell size set
to 50 m. Along the B‖ (altitude) dimension a smoothly varying
grid size is used, with the finest grid spacing at low altitudes to
capture the dynamics of the auroral peak emission region. At
higher altitudes the coarser grid spacing saves computational
time and memory. This B‖ grid configuration is cumulatively
defined at each step dB‖:
dB‖ = tanh(τ), τ ∈ [0,3.14], B‖ ∈ [90,1000] (14)
The L-BFGS-B algorithm rapidly converges for several steps
before making a very slow approach to the Φˆtop estimate in
light of noise in B and perturbations in L, so we typically
truncate the minimization after 10–20 iterations. For conve-
nience we denote the estimated peak location in energy and
space of the precipitation differential number flux
Φˆtop,0 , Φˆtop(B⊥,0,E0) (15)
A. Model and Inversion of Laterally Translating Aurora
The laterally translating aurora simulation uses E0 ≡ 5 keV
and B⊥,0 ∈ {1.55,3.75} km. Fig. 9(a)(c) show the input differ-
ential number flux Φtop, resulting in the volume emission rate
P displayed in Fig. 9(e)(g). Fig. 9(b)(d) shows the estimated
differential number flux Φˆtop using the L-BFGS-B algorithm
and two cameras at B⊥ ∈ {0,3} km. Table I describes the
estimated differential number flux results. The artifacts in
Φˆtop and P̂ come from the noise deliberately injected into
the simulated B. These artifacts are smaller in amplitude than
the peak closest to the true answer, allowing for Φˆtop,0 to be
extracted despite the artifacts. The estimated volume emission
rate Pˆ shown in Fig. 9(f)(h) has morphologically similar
characteristics to the forward modeled volume emission rate
in Fig. 9(e)(g), as expected.
B. Model and Inversion of Flaming Aurora
We model two time steps of a flaming auroral event with
E0 ∈ {4.5,1.6} keV. The input differential number flux Φtop
is shown in Fig. 10(a)(c). Fig. 10(b)(d) show the estimated
differential number flux Φˆtop using the L-BFGS-B algorithm.
1-D cuts of Φtop and Φˆtop at B⊥ = 1.0 km are shown in
Fig. 11(a)(b) respectively to aid in visualizing the characteris-
tic energy E0. Table I describes the E0 estimation error.
The estimated volume emission rate Pˆ as shown in
Fig. 10(f)(h) and as 1-D cuts in Fig. 11(c)(d) have morpholog-
ically similar characteristics to the forward modeled volume
emission rate P in Fig. 11(e)(g), as expected. We observe that
the estimated ground-observed intensity Bˆ in Fig. 11(e)(f) is
within a small factor of the forward model intensity B. As
summarized in Table I, Φˆtop,0 has been estimated with E0
error typically less than 30% for simulated auroral arcs within
2.5◦ of magnetic zenith.
The addition of a third camera at B⊥ = 10 km initially does
not appear to make a dramatic improvement in increasing the
angular range from magnetic zenith for estimating Φˆtop,0. It is
desirable to extend the estimate of precipitation characteristics
to 3-D, which intrinsically motivates incorporating more than 2
cameras into HiST. As observed in Table I, the Φˆtop,0 estimate
is usable to at least 2.5◦ from magnetic zenith. It is apparent
that a key limit of the B⊥ range of the inversion is keeping
the auroral target within the common FOV of the cameras, as
is trivially expected.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown results from a regularization
scheme using the physics encapsulated in TRANSCAR mod-
eled eigenprofiles in a two camera simulation, with testing
extended to three cameras for future 3-D work. We observed
estimates of the peak differential number flux Φˆtop,0(B⊥,0,E0)
for an auroral arc in the common FOV of the cameras, with
typical error less than 30% for auroral arcs within 2.5◦ from
camera boresight on magnetic zenith. TRANSCAR is used in
a linear basis expansion of log-spaced energy bins across an
energy range observed in the most common auroral events, en-
abling future extension to incorporate incoherent scatter radar
and other instruments to form a meta-instrument for observing
the ionospheric short term and long term trends. This basis
expansion is used to regularize the poorly observed vertical
dimension, simultaneously enabling high spatial resolution in
B⊥, which is important for capturing the detail in extremely
dynamic dispersive auroral events with 10 ms temporal scales.
The performance estimates of this feasibility study show that
a two camera system at the Poker Flat Research Range with
3 km camera separation can give new science insights on
multiple fronts, including the highly dynamic electron beam
structures driving into the ionosphere. Specifically, we can
estimate the characteristic energy and B⊥ peak location of the
differential number flux Φtop. The new observation techniques
include use of filtered broadband optical emissions to select
only prompt emissions with fast, highly sensitive EMCCD
cameras, enabling the use of high frame rates with cadence
of order 10 ms. The modeled HiST instrument is shown to be
capable of high resolution electron precipitation characteristic
energy estimates along B⊥ within suitable error bounds, while
retaining the qualitative morphology of the differential number
flux in the spatial and energy domains. Future work includes
extending this estimate to 3-D by utilizing 3-D phantoms in
the forward model and 3-D inversion of the 2-D pixel intensity
images from the cameras, along with a 3 camera phase II
HiST deployment to Poker Flat Research Range for a multi-
year autonomous deployment beginning in the 2016 auroral
season.
Index Terms—aurora, optical tomography, ionosphere, remote
sensing
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Fig. 9. B⊥ translating aurora simulation with characteristic energy E0 ≡ 5 keV and B⊥,0 ∈ {1.55,3.75} km. (a)(c): differential number flux Φtop. (b)(d):
estimated differential number flux Φˆtop. (e)(g): forward modeled volume emission rate P. (f)(h): estimated volume emission rate Pˆ.
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Fig. 10. Flaming aurora simulation with characteristic energy E0 ∈ {4.5,1.6} keV and B⊥,0 = 1.0 km. (a)(c): differential number flux Φtop. (b)(d): estimated
differential number flux Φˆtop. (e)(g): forward modeled volume emission rate P. (f)(h): estimated volume emission rate Pˆ.
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Fig. 11. Flaming aurora simulation, 1-D cuts. (a)(b): Estimated differential number flux Φˆ. (c)(d): Volume emission rate Pˆ. (e)(f): Ground-observed intensity
B for characteristic energy E0 ∈ {4.5,1.6} keV.
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B⊥,0 [km] E0 [keV] Bˆ⊥,0 [km] Eˆ0 [keV] Error |B⊥,0− Bˆ⊥,0| [%] Error |E0− Eˆ0| [%]
1.0 4.5 1.0 4.1 <5 <10
1.0 1.6 1.0 1.7 <5 <10
1.55 5.0 1.55 4.67 <5 <10
2.5 4.5 2.5 4.1 <5 <20
2.5 1.6 2.55 1.2 <5 <25
3.75 5.0 3.7 5.7 <5 <25
4.2 4.5 4.15 5.6 <5 <25
4.2 1.6 4.1 1.15 <5 <30
TABLE I
SIMULATED ESTIMATION ERROR FOR FLAMING AND TRANSLATING AURORAL ARCS.
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